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Probably since i first heard about the slow food 
MoveMent, i’ve liked the concePt of Preserving food and 
food culture by consuMing it. in california, there are 
PriMarily three heritage graPes, Zinfandel, 
valdiguié, and charbono. of those, Zin is Pretty widely 
Planted, but valdiguié and charbono are sParse and 
“endangered” if we don’t drink theM. we’ve been 
Producing valdiguié for close to a decade now and 
i’ve had My eyes and ears oPen for a charbono that we 
could foster.

around the sPring of 2013, i got in touch with brian 
babcock in suisun valley. he had a sMall two-acre 
block of charbono that was just a few years old after 
being grafted over froM Merlot. i don’t think even he is 
sure why he chose charbono, but we are grateful that 
he did. turns out to be a great fit for the region. it is 
slow riPening even with the warM weather and holds 
acid. what More could we ask for. 

Much like Most of our wines, this wine is the result of 
an uninoculated ferMentation. about 25% whole clus-
ters or steMs were eMPloyed and the wine was aged in 
all older barrels for about 10 Months before bottling. 

tyPical for the graPe, this wine is very dark in color 
and heavy in the nose, but it doesn’t live uP to this ex-
Pectation. it actually drinks very Pretty, alMost light. 
the tannin level is very Moderate given the way it looks 
and sMells. 

the label was designed by landon dowlen. wikiPedia 
claiMs that charbono is known as corbeau in the jura. 
le corbeau, the french word for raven seeMed to fit 
the wine Perfectly so we went with it. conjures uP feel-
ings of darkness, lurking, and Magic. very cool. kl

CHARBONO
SUISUN VALLEY
2015
pH: 3.72
TA:  6.74 g/L
13.5% Alcohol
Bottled: August 9, 2016
Cases: 225


